Ski & Snowboard Trip
Enjoy a spectacular ride from Denver, up into the Colorado Rockies to the beautiful mountain village of Breckenridge. Delegates or adults may participate in our Ski and Snowboard program, designed especially for groups in conjunction with Breckenridge Resort. Those not wishing to ski or snowboard may spend the day shopping & exploring the quaint mountain village of Breckenridge.

Delegate Program Choices (through age 18)
Note: Delegates without substantial ski/snowboard experience should be placed in a lesson program. Parents are responsible for return transportation if their student is NOT in the Full Day lesson program and misses the bus at the end of the day.

Option 1A: Free-Ski or Snowboard (No Lesson)
Delegates with substantial ski/snowboard experience may purchase transportation and lift ticket and are free to ski or snowboard with a friend all day. Cost: $68 per student

Option 1B: Transportation Only-No Lift Ticket
Cost: $35 per person for delegates or adults who wish to ride the bus to Breckenridge and sightsee or shop.

Option 2: Half-Day Teen Ski or Snowboard Lesson
Delegates with ski/snowboard experience may opt for a morning lesson. Classes are formed by ability/age, with no more than 10 students per instructor. Hot lunch is included. Cost: $76 per delegate

Option 3: Full-Day Teen Ski or Snowboard Lesson
Delegates without previous experience as well as those wishing to improve their skills may opt for a full-day lesson. Classes are formed by age and ability level, with no more than 10 students per instructor. A hot lunch is included. Delegates choosing this option will be with their instructor all day. Cost: $82 per per delegate

Non Delegates or Adults: See Registration Form for Adult Prices and Options

Registration Deadline:
Registration form must be returned to the State 4-H Office, 205 4-H Youth Development Bldg., Stillwater, OK 74078, no later than Friday, October 14, 2005.

Departure Time & Place: 6:45 AM
FROM RENAISSANCE HOTEL
Please be at the front lobby of the Renaissance Hotel at 6:30AM for check in and loading.

Return Time: Approximately 5:00 PM.

Questions:
Please contact Colorado Ski Academy at 303-337-0388 with any questions. Our toll-free number is 1-888-606-7264 or you may email info@coloradoskiacademy.com

Rental Equipment:
Colorado Ski Academy has arranged for reduced rate ski and snowboard rentals through Breckenridge. Ski equipment includes skis, boots, and poles. Snowboard rental includes board and boots. Everyone renting equipment through us MUST provide their height, weight and shoe size on the reservation form. All equipment is then pre-set. This means no lines for students to wait in to get their equipment!

What about Helmets?
Helmet usage is not a requirement and is an individual decision for parents. Helmets are NOT provided as part of the basic equipment rental package, nor are they provided as a part of the ski and snowboard school lesson package. Those parents who want their child to wear a helmet may either send one with them or sign up for a helmet rental ($8).

PARENTS MUST SIGN THE "HELMET ACKNOWLEDGEMENT" FOR ALL STUDENTS IN A LESSON PROGRAM" which is on Pages 3 of this form, and indicate whether your child will bring their own helmet, wishes to rent a helmet, or if you are declining helmet usage for your child.

Cancellation Policy:
Once we have processed your registration, cancellations received up to 14 days prior to the trip will be refunded less a $25.00 cancellation fee. Cancellations within 14 days as well as no-shows are non-refundable. The resorts do not allow one student to be "substituted" for another.
Frequently Asked Questions

What Should Delegates Bring?
Everyone must wear appropriate winter clothing, including hats, waterproof insulated gloves, ski or snowpants, and especially sunscreen. All participants MUST bring either sunglasses or goggles - this is a resort requirement!! We also suggest bringing snacks and a water bottle or non-carbonated beverage for the bus ride. Those not in a lesson program need to bring or purchase a lunch and should bring money if they plan to rent a locker.

If you are not participating in the ski or snowboard program, you should bring money for lunch and wear appropriate winter footwear.

How are students supervised?
All students are chaperoned on the bus. However, once we arrive at the ski resort, it will depend on the program that they have chosen. For those enrolled in a full-day lesson program, students will spend the entire day with a resort instructor. Students are grouped by age and ability level.

For those choosing a half day lesson program, students will be with an instructor until after lunch time. The half day program ends after lunch. At this time, students are released to ski or board with their friends and are responsible on their own to return to the bus at the designated time and place.

Students not in a lesson program are NOT chaperoned at the resort. They are given verbal as well as written instructions as to when and where they need to be for our return. Parents who give permission for students to ski or snowboard without an instructor also agree to pick their child up from the ski resort if they do not return to the bus at the scheduled departure time. Parents should take into consideration their individual child’s experience and maturity level when making this decision. First-time and beginner level skiers or snowboarders should always be placed in a lesson program, to ensure their safety and to help them master the appropriate skills.

What about transportation?
Colorado Ski Academy contracts with Arrow Stage Lines for transportation. Arrow's fleet consists of modern, deluxe motorcoaches that are restroom and video equipped. Arrow has an excellent safety record as well as experienced mountain drivers. There are adult chaperones aboard each bus.

What about Accident/Medical Expense Protection?
All participants are covered with accident insurance while traveling on the motorcoach. Optional injury protection, which covers while off the motorcoach during the day, is available for $3.00 per person. Deductible and Secondary Coverage, limitations apply.
Delegate Name_________________________________________ Home Address_________________________________________
City_________________________________________ St_________ Zip_________________________________________
Home Phone_________________________________________ Emergency Contact Number:_______________________________
Cell Phone/Pager_________________________ Delegate’s Age____ Email_________________________

DELEGATE WILL PARTICIPATE IN: (CHOOSE ONE & ANSWER APPROPRIATE QUESTIONS)

SKI PROGRAM ☐
1. ___ YES ___ NO Student has skied before
2. ___ Can stop by making a wedge with skis
3. ___ Can make wedge turns on beginner terrain
4. ___ Makes wedge turns & controls speed on all green slopes
5. ___ Matches skis on all green slopes & makes wedge turns on groomed blue slopes
6. ___Always matches skis (parallel turns) on all blue slopes
7. ___ Makes parallel turns with pole plants on all blue slopes and groomed black slopes

SNOWBOARD PROGRAM ☐
1. ___ YES ___ NO Student has snowboarded before
2. ___ Can glide on both toe/heel edges on gentle terrain
   Has not linked turns, Has not been on a chairlift
3. ___ Turns on toe/heel edges & controls speed on gentle terrain
   Controls speed and direction and has been on chairlift
4. ___ Has been up the mountain, links turns and controls speed and direction on all green slopes
5. ___ Links turns, controls speed and direction on groomed blue slopes.
6. ___ Links turns, controls speed and direction on all blue slopes,
   working on carving, riding fakeie and basic freestyle
7. ___ Links turns on black slopes, controls speed and direction,
   mastered carving, riding fakeie, working on terrain park

DELEGATE PACKAGES (Up to Age 18):
Packages do not include equipment. If equipment is needed, please add rental information and include in your payment

Option 1A: No Lessons-Transportation, Lift Ticket
Previous experience only
□ $68.00

Option 1B: No Lessons-Transportation Only
□ $35.00

Option 2: Half Day Lesson plus Transportation, Lift Ticket and Lunch
□ $76.00

Option 3: Full Day Lesson, Transportation, Lift Ticket and Lunch
□ $82.00

ADULTS (Age 19 & Over)Name(s):_________________________________________
Transportation Only
□ $35.00
Transportation & Full Day Lift Ticket
□ $70.00
Transportation, Lift Ticket and 1/2 Day Lesson
□ $116.00

RENTAL EQUIPMENT, HELMETS, AND ACCIDENT/MEDICAL PROTECTION:
Ski Rental (includes boots & poles)
□ $16.00
Skier Type __Cautious __Moderate __Aggressive
Skier Type __Cautious __Moderate __Aggressive
Snowboard Rental (Includes boots)
□ $22.00
Helmet Rental
□ $8.00
Accident/Medical Expense Protection
□ $3.00

TOTAL:_________________________________________ (Make Checks Payable to: COLORADO SKI ACADEMY)
I authorize Colorado Ski Academy to charge my credit or debit card for the above amount. Card Type: ___MC ___Visa ___Discover

Number:_________________________________________ Exp: / /
Name on Card(Print)_________________________________________
Signature:_________________________________________

FOR ALL RENTALS, WE MUST HAVE:

STUDENT Weight_____ Height_______ Shoe Size_____
For Snowboard Rentals Only:
Foot Forward: __Left ___Right ___Not Sure

ADULT Weight_____ Height_______ Shoe Size_____
For Snowboard Rentals Only:
Foot Forward: __Left ___Right ___Not Sure
Missing or Inaccurate Information will delay receiving equipment!

HELMET ACKNOWLEDGEMENT:
(FOR STUDENTS IN LESSON PROGRAM ONLY)
__Bringing Helmet ___Renting Helmet ___Helmet Use is DECLINED
(initial)

My child has permission to attend the 1/6/2006 ski and snowboard trip and my child and I hereby acknowledge that certain risks are necessarily involved in any traveling and skiing activity. My child and I understand there is risk of injury due to unforeseen circumstances and agree to exercise all necessary caution. Each of the above stated and other hazards have been evaluated by my child and I and we accept them as inherent risks of skiing and mountain travel. My child and I agree to assume full responsibility and hold harmless Colorado Ski Academy, Inc. and any sponsoring organizations any liability for injury or loss suffered as a result of participation in this trip. My child and I understand that in case of an emergency, efforts will be made to secure proper treatment. If I am unable to be reached, my child and I hereby give permission for such treatment and release for transport to Denver and accept full financial responsibility for emergency measures undertaken on my or my child’s behalf. I further agree that if my child is not registered in the “Full-Day Lessons Program”, that I am responsible for my child’s return transportation if he/she misses the bus at the end of the day. THIS IS A RELEASE OF LIABILITY.

Signature of Parent / Guardian ___________________________ Date ________________

060106SKI

Colorado Ski Academy 14591 E Adriatic Place, Aurora, CO 80014
Phone: 303-337-0388 Fax:303-873-7326 Email: info@coloradoskiacademy.com

PARENT OR GUARDIAN MUST SIGN THIS FORM AND PAGE 4

PAGE 3
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING. THIS IS A RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND WAIVER CERTAIN LEGAL RIGHTS.

"PARTICIPANT" MEANS EACH SKI SCHOOL STUDENT LISTED ON THIS FORM ATTENDING A SKI SCHOOL LESSON. THE UNDERSIGNED MEANS EACH PARTICIPANT, AND WHEN A PARTICIPANT IS UNDER AGE 18, IT INCLUDES SUCH PARTICIPANT’S PARENT OR LEGAL GUARDIAN SIGNING ON BEHALF OF HIMSELF/HERSELF AND ON BEHALF OF THE MINOR PARTICIPANT. THE UNDERSIGNED UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT TAKING PART IN SKI SCHOOL INSTRUCTION, RACING, USING FREESTYLE TERRAIN OR TERRAIN PARK FACILITIES, SKIING, SNOWBOARDING AND USING SKI AREA FACILITIES, INCLUDING THE LIFTS, FOR ANY PURPOSE (HEREINAFTER THE “ACTIVITY”) CAN BE HAZARDOUS AND PRESENTS A RISK OF PHYSICAL INJURY OR DEATH.

**WARNING**

Under Colorado law, a skier assumes the risk of any injury to person or property resulting from any of the inherent dangers and risks of skiing and may not recover from any ski area operator for any injury resulting from any of the inherent dangers and risks of skiing, including: Changing weather conditions; existing and changing snow conditions; bare spots; rocks; stumps; trees; collisions with natural objects, man-made objects, or other skiers; variation in terrain; and the failure of skiers to ski within their own abilities.

The Undersigned are advised that a person using any of the facilities of the ski area is considered a skier, subject to the inherent risks of the sport. Please be advised that, under Colorado law, the inherent risks of skiing also include cliffs, Extreme Terrain, jumps and Freestyle Terrain. The Undersigned expressly ASSUME ALL RISKS associated with Participant’s participation in the Activity, known or unknown, inherent or otherwise; the Undersigned agree and understand these risks include, but are not limited to, risks associated with: marked and unmarked obstacles, slick or uneven walking surfaces, surfaces covered with ice and snow, varying weather and surface conditions, diminished visibility, rugged mountainous terrain, variations in terrain, bumps, stumps, forest growth, downed timber, rocks of various sizes, strenuous activity, high altitude, collisions, dives, exertion, free skiing, sharing ski area facilities. Activity venues with people directly involved and/or not directly involved in the Activity and following the direction of the Activity instructor. The Undersigned understand and acknowledge: 1) Participant has been informed and understands all rules and regulations of participation in the Activity; 2) Participant is responsible for reading and complying with all signage, including instructions on use of the lifts; 3) Participant must have the physical dexterity and knowledge sufficient to safely load, ride and unload the lifts; 4) Participant assumes the risks of the lifts and engaging in activities accessible from the lifts; 5) Participant may encounter snowmobilers, snowboarding and snow-grooming equipment at any time; and 6) that falls and collisions occur and that injuries are a common and ordinary occurrence of the Activity. The Undersigned also understand and agree that a MINOR PARTICIPANT MAY ENTER AND USE THE FEATURES CONTAINED IN TERRAIN PARKS AND/OR RACE FACILITIES AND MAY USE THE SKI LIFTS WITHOUT AN ACTIVITY INSTRUCTOR OR OTHER ADULT PRESENT. The Undersigned agree and understand that Participant has the opportunity to inspect Activity courses and venues prior to participating and that Participant assumes the risk of all conditions, including but not limited to risks associated with design, construction, layout and/or obstacles.

The Undersigned ASSUME ALL RISKS associated with the Participant’s participation in the Activity. IN CONSIDERATION OF ALLOWING THE PARTICIPANT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE ACTIVITY, THE UNDERSIGNED AGREE TO HOLD HARMLESS, RELEASE, DEFEND, AND INDEMNIFY Vail Resorts, Inc. (the “Holding Company”), The Vail Corporation dba Vail Resorts Management Company (“VRMC”), their affiliated companies and subsidiaries, including but not limited to those that operate the Vail, Beaver Creek, Keystone and Breckenridge resorts, the United States, Octagon, Inc. dba NASA and all their respective insurance companies, successors in interest, commercial & corporate sponsors, agents, employees, representatives, assignees, officers, directors, and shareholders (each hereinafter a “Released Party”) FROM ANY AND ALL LIABILITY and/or claims for injury or death to persons or damage to property arising from the Participant’s participation in the Activity, INCLUDING THOSE INJURIES AND DAMAGES CAUSED BY ANY RELEASED PARTY’S ALLEGED OR ACTUAL NEGLIGENCE OR BREACH OF ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY. The Undersigned take full responsibility for any injury or loss to Participant, including death, which Participant may suffer, arising in whole or in part out of the Activity. By execution of this release, THE UNDERSIGNED AGREE TO SUE ANY RELEASED PARTY and agree they are releasing any right to make a claim or file a lawsuit against any Released Party. The Undersigned further agree to defend and indemnify each Released Party for any and all claims of the Undersigned and/or a third party arising in whole or in part from the Participant’s participation in the Activity. The Undersigned agree to pay all costs and attorney’s fees incurred by any Released Party in defending a claim or suit brought by or on behalf of the Undersigned.

The Undersigned represent that Participant in good health and there are no special problems associated with Participant’s condition. The Undersigned: 1) authorize a licensed physician and/or other medical care provider to carry out any emergency medical care for Participant; 2) authorize any Released Party and/or their authorized personnel to call for medical care for the Participant or to transport the Participant to a medical facility or hospital if, in the opinion of such personnel, medical attention is needed; 3) agree that upon Participant’s transport to any such medical facility or hospital that the Released Party shall not have any further responsibility for Participant; 4) agree to pay all costs associated with the medical care and related transportation provided for Participant; and 5) shall indemnify and hold harmless the Released Parties from any and all liability and/or claims associated with such medical care and/or related transportation.

The Undersigned agree and understand that this release is applicable to each and every day Participant participates in the Activity and irrevocably grant VRMC the right of publicity to own and use any image(s) collected of Participant while participating in the Activity. The Undersigned understand and agree that at the scheduled end time of the lesson, Participant is no longer considered a student, and that no Released Party is responsible for accidents that may occur after the completion of the lesson.

In consideration of allowing Participant to participate in the Activity and for using the ski area facilities, THE UNDERSIGNED AGREE THAT ANY AND ALL CLAIMS for injury and/or death regarding an alleged incident SHALL BE GOVERNED BY COLORADO LAW AND EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION of any claim shall be in the District Court residing where the alleged incident occurred or in Federal Court for the State of Colorado.

The undersigned parent or legal guardian acknowledges that he/she is also signing this release on behalf of the minor Participant, that he/she is WAIVING CERTAIN RIGHTS ON BEHALF OF THE MINOR PARTICIPANT that the minor Participant otherwise may have and that THE MINOR PARTICIPANT SHALL BE BOUND BY ALL THE TERMS OF THIS RELEASE. THE MINOR PARTICIPANT’S PARENT OR LEGAL GUARDIAN VOLUNTARILY GRANTS PERMISSION FOR THE MINOR PARTICIPANT TO TAKE PART IN THE ACTIVITY AND ACKNOWLEDGES THAT BUT FOR SUCH GRANT OF PERMISSION, THE MINOR PARTICIPANT WOULD NOT BE PERMITTED TO TAKE PART IN THE ACTIVITY. By signing this agreement without a parent or guardian’s signature, Participant represents they are at least 18 years of age, or, if signing as the parent or guardian of the Participant, signer represents they are the legal parent or guardian of the minor Participant. This release shall be binding to the fullest extent permitted by law. If any part of this release is deemed to be unenforceable, the remaining terms shall be an enforceable contract between the parties. This release shall be binding upon the assignees, subrogors, distributors, heirs, next of kin, executors and personal representatives of the Undersigned.

***** CHILDREN’S INFORMATION *****

AGE

MINOR PARTICIPANT – Last Name, First Name, M.I. (please print)

OWNED/RENTED: [ ] USE DECLINED: [ ]

INITIALS

I HAVE CAREFULLY READ THE FOREGOING LIABILITY RELEASE.

I UNDERSTAND ITS CONTENTS AND SIGN IT WITH FULL KNOWLEDGE OF ITS SIGNIFICANCE.

I AM AWARE THIS IS A RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND I SIGN IT OF MY OWN FREE WILL.

***** ADULT INFORMATION *****

DATE: [ ]

X

PARTICIPANT/PARENT/LEGAL GUARDIAN Last Name, First Name, M.I. (please print)

DATE OF BIRTH (MM-DD-YYYY)

(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE OF EACH)

PRIMARY WINTER ACTIVITY: [ ] SKIING [ ] RIDING OTHER ABILITY LEVEL: [ ] BEG (I) [ ] INT (II) [ ] EXP (III)

ADDRESS – Street Address/ Mailing Address (please print)

ADDRESS – City, State, Zip/Postal Code, Country Code (please print)
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